Language Courses

**Language-Learning Institutes in Styria**
- treffpunkt sprachen (special conditions for staff and students of TU Graz – more information see below)
- Berlitz
- Deutsch in Graz (DiG)
- Deutsch im Trend (special conditions for students of TU Graz)
- Deutsch und Mehr
- Inlingua Steiermark
- Mentor Graz (in German)
- Internationales Sprachzentrum an der Universität Graz (in German)
- Seddwell Learning
- Urania – Language Courses (in German)
- Volkshochschule Steiermark (in German)
- Witt Steiermark (in German)

**Online language courses**
- Deutschakademie
- Deutsche Welle
- Deutsch perfekt online
- Babbel
- BBC Learn German
- Learn German online
- Memrise
- Busuu

**treffpunkt sprachen**
TU Graz itself does not provide German language courses but cooperates with a specialized course centre – the so-called **treffpunkt sprachen** which is operated by the University of Graz. **treffpunkt sprachen** offers German courses for (incoming) students and staff of TU Graz as well as external participants whose native language is not German. There are both intensive courses (September and February) as well as semester courses during the academic year from the A1 level to the C1 level. All of the courses are fee-based! Further information you will find here: [https://treffpunktsprachen.uni-graz.at/en/teaching/german-as-a-foreign-language/](https://treffpunktsprachen.uni-graz.at/en/teaching/german-as-a-foreign-language/)

**Contact**
Karoline Marko, MA
Johann-Fux-Gasse 30/I, 8010 Graz
E: karoline.marko@uni-graz.at
P: +43 316 380 – 2697
Office hours: Monday till Friday 10 am–12 am, Tuesday 2 pm – 4 pm

**Tandem – Language Learning Partnerships**
**treffpunkt sprachen** organises a programme called **Tandem** to learn and improve your language skills outside a course in a relaxed atmosphere and practice with a native speaker: two people with different native languages meet once a week and speak for 1-2 hours in the native language of one student and afterwards in the language of the other student (for more information see [Flyer](https://treffpunktsprachen.uni-graz.at/en/teaching/german-as-a-foreign-language/)).

**Languages, Key Competencies and In-House Training**
TU Graz has its own department for further education which is called **Languages, Key Competencies and In-House Training**. This department provides language courses for students and staff of TU Graz:
- **Course programme for students** (language courses: English, Spanish, Italian, French, Croatian, Chinese, Russian)
- **Course programme for staff of TU Graz** (English language courses)

**Contact**
Languages, Key Competences and In-House Training
Kopernikusgasse 24/3, 8010 Graz
E: ssiw@tugraz.at
P: +43 316 873 – 3665 or +43 316 873 – 3660
I: [http://www.ssiw.tugraz.at/](http://www.ssiw.tugraz.at/)

**Further information**
Austrian Integration Foundation (Österreichische Integrationsfonds)

www.tugraz.at/go/welcome-center